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PROGRAM 

Cello Sonata No. J in E minor, 
Op. 38 (1862-5) 

Allegro non troppo 
Allegretto quasi Menuetto 
Allegro 

Cello Sonata in A minor, D. 821 
"Arpeggione" (1824) 

Allegro moderato 
Adagio 
Allegretto 

INTERMISSION 

Cello Sonata No. 2 in F Major, 

Op. 99 (1886) 

Allegro vivace 

Adagio affettuoso 

Allegro passionato 

Allegro mo/to 

Johannes Brahms 
(1833-1897) 

Franz Schubert 

(1797-1828) 

Johannes Brahms 

In consideration of the performers and members of the audience, please 
check audible paging devices with the ushers and silence audible timepieces. 
The taking of photographs and use of recording equipment are prohibited. 
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PROGRAM NOTES 

Cello Sonata No. I in E minor, Op. 38 . . Johannes Brahms 

Brahms' Sonata No. I in E minor, Op. 38 is the first of two sonatas for 
piano and cello, and the first of seven sonatas for piano and a solo instru
ment. It was begun in 1862 during Brahms' stay in the mountain village of 
Bad Munster am Stein-Ebernburg, where he wrote the first two movements 
and an Adagio movement which was later dropped. After the existing fi
nale was added in 1865, Brahms dedicated the completed sonata to his 
friend Josef Gansbacher, an amateur cellist and professor at the Singing 
Akademie in Vienna . It was not performed until 1871, however, and it was 
not until a much later performance that Brahms was inspired to start work 
on the F major sonata. 

The deep sonorities and the haunting melodies of the Allegro non troppo 
create a mood throughout the movement that is melancholic and sometimes 
wistful. The opening theme is a beautiful melody which rises from the depths 
of the cello's low E, soars for a few moments, then wanders its way back 
down the G and C strings to give way to the piano entrance. Although 
frequent use of the cello's lower registers gives a lovely dark, rich feeling 
to the music, the cello's sound cuts through the piano's sound only with much 
difficulty. Constant imitation between the cello and piano add a layer of 
complexity to the double counterpoint in this movement. 

Brahms uses chromaticism to charm in the Allegretto quasi Minuetto. 
Chromatic melodies in F-sharp minor and A major sweep through the cello 
line , creating appropriately edgy dissonances on the strong beats of the 
measure. Sighing figures played three times in succession make up the 
only asymmetrical phrases in the entire piece. 

Brahms learned from his friend Gustav Nottebohm, the editor of the 
Beethoven sketchbooks, that before his death Beethoven had laid out the 
plans for a sonata for cello and piano in E minor with a fugato finale. Be
cause of this, the fugal Allegro of this sonata is often thought to be a tribute 
to Beethoven . Styled after Contrapunctus VIII from Bach's The Art of Fugue, 
it is a contrapuntal masterpiece. The four-bar subject is stated in the piano, 
with the reply from the cello in the dominant. It is played for the third and 
final time in the right hand of the piano. The high point of the fugue comes 
shortly before the coda, when the piano's right hand answers in tonic the 
dominant question of the left hand. Brahms goes on to have all three fugue 
voices playing versions of the theme simultaneously, leading into a brief 
Piu Presto, which drives recklessly through previous motives straight into 
the final chord of the piece. 

Brahms' brilliance is evident in his ability to blend and contrast the two 
instruments. The sonata in E minor showcases fairly equally the abilities 
of both cello and piano. This work is a prime example of the genius of the 
young Brahms. 



Cello Sonata in A minor, D. 821 "Arpeggione" . . Franz Schubert 

The Sonata in A minor was not originally written for the cello, but 
rather for a now obsolete instrument called the "arpeggione." The arpeg
gione, a cross between a guitar and a cello, was invented in 1823 by Johann 
Georg Staufer. It was the size of a small cello, held between the knees like 
a viola da gamba, had six strings and frets like a guitar, and was played 
with a bow. It acquired the name arpeggione due to the ease in which ar
peggios could be played, but was also known as the "guitarre d'amour," the 
"bogen-guitarre" (bow-guitar), and, most simply, "guitar-violoncello." 

Schubert wrote the Sonata in A minor for his friend Vincent Schuster, 
star arpeggione player and pupil at Staufer's school for the arpeggione in 
Vienna. It debuted in 1824, but due to dying interest in the arpeggione, was 
not actually published until it was arranged for cello in 1871. Although to
day it is most commonly played on the cello, it has also been arranged for 
violin, viola, and double bass as well as for cello with orchestral accompa
niment. 

We are fortunate to have the arpeggione sonata in our repertoire. 
Schubert wrote many piano sonatas, but rarely wrote a sonata for piano and 
a string instrument. Seven years separate his Violin Sonata in A Major, 
written when he was twenty, and the arpeggione sonata. The music, which 
explores the full range of the cello, is haunting and of a simple beauty. In 
the first movement, Allegro moderato, the melodies have a lyric quality re
miniscent of Schubert's songs. The theme is stated by the solo piano, then 
answered with the entrance of the cello. With the exception of some mo
tivic imitation, the piano's role is primarily accompanimental, leaving the 
virtuosity to the cello. 

The Adagio is in E major and is quite short, serving as a link between 
the Allegro and the Allegretto. The close of the movement contains exquis
ite harmonic modulations in the piano lines, which conclude in A major for 
the start of the third movement. 

The Allegretto is in free rondo form, and is much more light-hearted 
than the previous movements. It modulates to D minor and E major before 
returning to A minor for the quasi-development section of the movement. 
The final theme returns in A major, with somewhat of a surprise ending. 
The penultimate chord is fortissimo, anticipating a dramatic ending, but the 
final chord is marked piano, and is arpeggiated in the cello, reminiscent of 
the instrument for which this piece was originally composed. 



Cello Sonata No. 2 in F Major, Op. 99 . • Johannes Brahms 

Brahms composed the F major sonata in the summer of 1886, twenty 
years after the completion of his first cello sonata. It was written while he 
was living in Hofstetten on Switzerland's Lake Thun. During this creative 
period Brahms also composed the Violin Sonata in A Major, Op.100, and 
the Piano Trio in C minor, Op. 101. The second cello sonata was first per
formed in November of that same year, in Vienna, with cellist Robert Haus
mann, and Brahms at the piano. (Hausmann was to be the cellist in the debut 
of the Double Concerto the next year.) 

The Sonata in F Major is the work of a seasoned composer. Although 
its nature is spirited and carefree, its technical structure shows the maturity 
that Brahms had achieved through years of experience. The balance prob
lems of the first sonata are non-existent in the second. In this piece the cello 
is scored in a higher range, and the low register is reserved for dramatic 
rather than melodic purposes. The accompanying lines in the piano are 
slightly less heavy, creating a clearer texture. Brahms' use of counterpoint 
is unparalleled. In the first sonata, his admiration of Beethoven is evident 
through the exchange of entire themes between the cello and the piano. In 
the second sonata, he surpasses this level with the addition of motivic imita
tion. There exists almost continuous rhythmic and melodic imitation between 
the cello and piano, creating an intricacy not found in the first sonata . 

The passionate opening theme of the Allegro vivace showcases the ex
tended range of the cello with brilliant, leaping intervals, typical of Brahms' 
late style. This character fades occasionally, only to resume each time with 
more enthusiasm. The movement is fairly compact; the exposition is a mere 
sixty-five measures long, with the option to repeat. Throughout the piece 
Brahms experiments with reversing the roles of the two instruments. An ex
ample of this can be found at the ends of the exposition and the development, 
where the cello imitates the piano tremolo from the opening. The tremolo 
functions in an entirely different way when played by the cello, focusing the 
listener's attention on the harmony rather than the melody. 

The Adagio opens rather shockingly in F-sharp major, with an odd tex
ture created by cello pizzicato against chords in the piano. Following a se
ries of beautiful harmonic lines in the piano, there is a brief modulation to a 
mysterious F minor. The coda is quite unique in that it touches on all of the 
main themes of the movement before it winds down· to a tranquil conclusion. 

The scherzo begins in a forceful F minor, with aggressive staccato trip
lets in the cello. Although it is marked Allegro passionato, it exudes energy 
rather than tragedy. There is a reference to the Adagio in the climax of the 
trio with a brief return to F-sharp major. 

The final Allegro is in free rondo form. Due to the substantiality of the 
previous movements, Brahms wrote a short, lively movement rather than a 
tour de force. The catchy theme returns several times; at one point in the 
middle section it appears in B-flat minor in a triple rather than quadruple 
division of the beat. The second half of the theme returns in vivace and races 
to a joyous, three-chord ending. 

- Notes by Katherine Schultz 
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BIOGRAPHIES 

The Houston Symphony's principal cellist DESMOND HOEBIG performs 
internationally as both a soloist and chamber musician. Grand Prize winner 
in the 1981 Canadian Broadcasting Company Talent Competition, a finalist 
in the 1982 Tchaikovsky Competition in Moscow, and First Prize winner in 
the 1984 Munich International Competition, he has since appeared with or
chestras in North America and abroad. Mr. Hoebig was a member of the 
Montreal Symphony Orchestra before becoming principal cellist for the 
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra. In 1988, he returned to Canada to join the 
renowned Orford Quartet. He joined the Houston Symphony in September 
1991, occupying the Winnie Safford Wallace Chair. Desmond Hoebig is 
Associate Professor of Cello at The Shepherd School of Music. 

RODNEY WATERS, a native of Lubbock, Texas, earned his Bachelor and 
Master of Music degrees from the Mannes College of Music in New York, 
where he studied piano with Leon Pommers and Richard Goode as well as 
chamber music with Felix Galimir. He has performed as soloist and cham
ber musician throughout the United States, Europe, and Japan. In October 
of 1994 Mr. Waters performed with soprano Lucy Shelton at the Togamura 
Festival of Contemporary Music and Theater in Japan. He has participated 
in many festivals including the Ban.ff Festival in Ban.ff, Canada, the Grand 
Teton Festival in Jackson, Wyoming, the Round Top Festival in Round Top, 
Texas, and the Great Music West Festival in Garden City, Utah. 1997 was 
his second summer as staff accompanist at the Music Academy of the West 
in Santa Barbara, California. In the spring of 1998 he will travel to Japan 
and Germany to assist in the preparation of the world premiere of King Lear, 
an opera by Japanese composer Toshia Hosokawa. Mr. Waters is currently 
staff accompanist at The Shepherd School of Music, a position he has held 
since 1992. 
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